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Dear Sir/Madam

I am writing to object most strongly to the requested delay from Rail Central, on two main grounds.

Firstly, from the outset, this company has shown itself incapable of producing correct documentation, whether it
be in the form of drawings or written representation.  These errors could significantly alter the actual
development -if allowed. Even the final documents submitted in October 2018 were significantly different from
the draft versions that had been made available beforehand. So for proposed developers themselves to actually
admit that alterations need to be made, they must be so profoundly different from those submitted, that the
whole application should be started from scratch and done properly this time, rather than simply a delay
permitted.

The other main concern is the chaos and disorganisation permanently shown by this company, whether it be
with randomly organised documents, delays or errors. It appears they are not organised enough to deal with
what information, however incorrect, they already have. If they were allowed this delay, there is absolutely no
guarantee that this new information provided would be any more coherent or correct than that previously
submitted and would it really be submitted within the new timescale, which ever one that could be? Meanwhile
another SFRI's proposal is already undergoing examination. It is therefore essential that both companies'
information is considered together, so that an accurate picture of the  impact on the whole area can be
ascertained. A permitted delay would render this impossible.

Therefore, in view of their terrible history, I really cannot understand why anyone would allow the delay,
therefore trusting this company to suddenly become capable of producing accurate, organised and
comprehensible documents, fit for purpose, when until now, this has been so far from the case.

Thank you
Ruth Hazelgrove

Sent from my iPad




